Social Capital

By Vivekananda Kendra - Nardep

1. Bharat Swatch Abhyan – App in Mobile.

At the behest of the Sri Jayaram Raja, Commissioner, Rameswaram Municipality, Bharat Swatch Abhiyan App in Mobile was explained by Sister Saraswathi. 32 teachers from Parvathavardhini School attended the programme on 5.1.2017. There was a lively question and answer session during the programme.

2. Swami Vivekananda Jayanti Celebrations

Swami Vivekananda Jayanti on 12.01.2017 was celebrated by a dozen Local well-wishers. Shri.Mahesh Mohan, Manager of Chuchunagiri Math garlanded Swami Vivekananda’s statue which is situated in Vivekananda Kendra’s premises.
3. Agni Teertham Arch donor’s Program:

The donors who constructed Agni Teertham Arch visited Rameswaram. Satguru Swami Teoon Ramji Maharaj performed the Arathi at Agni Teertham on 18.1.2017.

During the function Sis.Saraswathi gave a talk on ‘Green Rameswaram’ project. Mr.Muraleedharan, President Kamban Kalagha, translated the talk into Hindi. About 300 people attended the programme.

4. Gandhi Park, Rameswaram Bus stand’s Cleanliness

As a part of monthly maintenance of Gandhi Park, 7 nos. volunteers cleaned and watered the plants on 20.01.2017.

5. KambhanKalagham Program:

Kamban Kazhaka festival was held at Rameshwaram from 21.01.17 to 23.01.17. About 200 people participated. Awareness was created on Green Rameswaram project.

6. Awareness on Green Rameswarm Project

A Fare well function to the 12th Std. students of Parvatha Vardhini School was the occasion for bringing awareness about the ‘Green Rameswaram’ project on 31st Jan. 2017. 150 girl students attended the programme Sis.V.Saraswathi emphasized the need of Clean environment and plantation of trees.